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cr 
Tne ele:::entary surfaces A are the har:dleless, windowless 

surfac.::s vri th b = bm.in and no ba:::;cn closed loops. They are 

defined by 

( ).1) h w 0 R. 0. 

The condition i = 0 rep~esenting the absence of baryon 

closed lcops will no longer be explicitly exhibited: it holds 

t."'.roughout this work unless otherwise stated. 

Each capped su:-face o is associated with two other 

su~f::~ces. The first is t:1e uncapped version, which is -cor.structed 

fro~ the capped version by cutting off the cappir~ regions. This 

procedure produces a set cf K separate surfaces, which are called 

the cc=?o~er.ts of t~e ~~capped s~face. Tne se~ond related s~face 

is ca::.led the ,;cbed sur:"ace a. It is fo~r.:ed fror:l the ur:~apped 

versic~ by joining tcget~er into one line, called the junction 

1; :.e, the three L'1!1er lines associ a ted with each barjcn-a:'1tibaryon 

pair. T;,is jt:..'1ction line is anal0gous to the baryon line, a.'1d is 

likc·,o:ise represen:ed by a dotted line. The components Ci of a 

joined s~!::~ce 8 are the parts of a th::~t are connected when 

r.o c:·ossi::i: o:' jt:..'1ction lL'1es is allowed. These cor.1ponents 

coi:~cide with ~~e co::tpcneDts of the un.::!apped surf8.ce. 

A COI:tponcn!. c. 
l 

is said to be eler::ent::~ry if and only H 

it is r.ar.<ileles::; and ,windowless, and has only one bo~'1dary : 
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(hi = wi = bi - 1 = 0). A joined surface 8 is said to be eleme:-.tary 

if and only if it is connected, has only elementary components, 

and has no closed sequence of components. This last requirerr,ent is 

that there be no way of numbering the components Ci of 8 so 

th:.tt ( c
1

, c
2

, . .. , Cn) is 11 sequence of n distinct componer.ts tLut 

contains a closed path P that runs throU[:;h them in the indic:ated order, 

but that cannot be continuously deformed in 8 to a point. 

A typical elementary component is shown in Fig. 5a. The 

vertices at which two solid (quark) lines meet are neson connections. 

The dotted lines are "inner lines", and a vertex where a dotted 

line meets a solid line is a baryon connection. To form a joined 

sw·face three such dotted lines, coming usua~l.ly from different 

components,mus~ be joined together to form a single junction line. 

A typical joined surface is shmvn in Fig. 6a. The vertices at 

which two solid (quark) lines meet are again meson cormac"tions, and 

the vertices at which three solid lines meet a dotted ( jt:..'1ction) 

line are baryon connections. 

Each surface can be represented by a graph. The graph Gi 

of a component Ci, like the graph of an m1capped eurface, is 

formed by squeezing the surface first into narrow strips, a..'1d then 

into a craph, where eu.ch line of the gruph represents two oppositely 

directed boundary sections of the surface. Since each elementary 

component c. 
l 

has no handles, r,o vlindows, and one bound~ry it is 

Lopolot:i cally equivalent to :1 di:;c, with JXlrLide corme:c tions on its 

boundary. Thus the graph Gi corresponding to any elementary 

component C. is a tree rrrc.]lh. 
l c, ' 

Conversely, the component 

Ci corrc:>pondlnc; to &ny tree graph G. is an 
l 
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elementary component, which is topolor;ically equivalent to a di::;c 

with connection points on its boundary. 

The era ph Gi of Fig. 5b corresponds to the compc.nent Ci 

of Fig. 5a. Each ext.erior vr.!rLcx of the r,r:tph G
1 

not unrl:t~d wl l.h 

b represents a meson connection. Each b-vertcx represents the 

contraction of an iru1er line. 

To form the graph G correcponding to a joined surface 

(J one combines triples of b-vertices of component graphs G. 
l 

into single b-vertices of G. Thus each b-vertex of G represents 

a contracted jur.ction line, and also a pair of baryon_connection 

points. It must have exactly three lines incident upon it, one 

from each of the three components Gi of G that corresponds 

to one of the three components Ci of 8 joined at the junction 
A 

line whose contraction is represented by it. · Tne graph G 

corresponding to the joined surface 8 of Fig. 6a is shovm 

in Fig. 6b. 
A 

The heavY dots on the ends of lines of G are meson 

cor~ection points. Each b-vertex represents, as already stated, 

a pair of baryon conr.ection. points. 

A conr,ection between an elementary capped surface a, 

the associated joined surface 6, and the graph, G that 

represents 8 is given by the following theorem: 

Tneorem: Let a be a capped surface. Let 8 be the 

f Let GA ~.·e the graph that represents corresponding joined sur ace. v 

(J, Then the following three properties are equivalent: 
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( 1) a i::; c l<:rr.cn tary ( h = 1'1 = 6 = 0) 

(2) (] is elementary (a is cor.:tccted, has only elern0ntary 

components, and lt:1s no closed sequence of cor.:pone:1ts). 

( 3) G ic a co:mecte,l tree era ph. ( G is conncd.cd and 

has no closed loopz). 

Proof: Suppose that the joined surface a s'atisfies con-

dition (2). Thc:1 {] is cozm,~ctcd, has only elcz;;entary CO::lpo:-.cn~c;, 

and no closed sequence of components. The fact that is cor.nected 

implies that G is connected. Tne fact that all the co"'pone:1ts Ci 

of (J are eler.rentary, implies tnat all the co::-.ponents G, of G 

are tree graphs. The final condition that there be no closed se-

quence of components c. 
l 

implies that G is a tree graph. For 

if G were not a tree graph then it would contain a close:d loop. 

Tnis closed loop could not be contained in a."ly single Gi, since 

each Gi is a tree graph. Thus this closed loop l'lould have to 

pass through a sequence of G .. 
l 

If some G. 
l 

appeared several ti::·,es 

in this loop then, because each G. 
l 

is cor~ected, a sr.zller loop 

could be formed, a."ld ultimately a loop could be for;:;ed in ·;;hich r.o 

Gi appeared more than once. This loop v:ould define a clo:>ed 

sequence (G1 , G2 , ... ,Gn), and a sequence (bli't
23

, ... ,·::>nl) oft

vertices. By joinbg in c
2 

the junction linccS rc;:;resented by 

and b et ' one \"O"' d for;n a closed path P 23' ". ,. ' ."·' in 

could not be continuously deformed in B to a point, since it3 

~ b d f d Thus G must be a cor~•ec ted image in G cannot e so e orme . . 

tree graph, and (2) implies (J). 
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( 3.29) b. 
l 

1 
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(all i) 

Thus, co:1ditions (l) ir.-;ply that Ct is connected [(3.28)), 

h0.s only elc:r:12nt<.ry cor.-:;:;or.ents ((3.23), (3.25), (3.29)), and 

lws no closed sequ2nce of components. Hence ( 1) implies ( 2). 

li1is coc.p~etes the proof of the theorem. 

It is now easy to see geometrically-that any elementary 

c0.ppod surface o c~~ be icbedded on a sphere. Tr.e structure 

shO'::n in Fig. S can be ir.:bedded on a small sphere in the manner 

· ~· 10 T.".r.:.e tu·oes can be attached to this sphere, and sr;o·.-m 1n r 1g. . ~ 

the lin2s of G, or the s~faces of o, that leave the structure 

can leave the sr.:all s;:;nere alon;:: 1.f.e surfaces of these tubes. 

Tne various lines of G, or surfaces of o, that are parts 

of ar:y single ccrr:ponent Gi, or Ci, can be placed on tubes that 

are joined toge"ther like the spokes of a wheel, with the parts of 

G. or of C
1
. joined at the hub, in the f.'!an11er sf.m.n in Fig. 11. 

l 

7ne possibility of doing this is entailed by the tree structure 

of each c
1

, or by the equivalent elementary character of each 

C .• 
l 

Si:-we the set of tubes upon v:hich the full graph G or 

is attach.:d can b.: connected tot::.:thor in the W?.Y spcci-

GA ~ 11 ct the Graph G is a connect.ed tree t::r::t!lh, fied by t.he graph , u 

this s;;n:c turc of tubes can be deforrr.ed into a sphere. Thus ar;y 

ca.n be i:nbcdd0U on a t;pherc, a!1J. GO cnn the corrcs-

ponding graph C. 
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It is also easy to visualize in this way more cor:~plica"ted 

cases. For exar:~ple, each of the three cases shovm in Fig. 1 are 

roprcnented by using two sphere::> of the kind sho\'ffi in Fir:. 10. In 

genernl there is al·;1nys one of· these spheres for cnc:h dct ted line 

of the baryonic quark diagrarns. In the case of Fig. 1a these t·.-,o 

spheres are connected by only one tube. ~vo sphe~es connected by 

a tube is equivalent to a sphere. 

In this case K = 1, 
I 

K 

Hence h = 0. 

5 and nB = 4. 

components is free of handles Thus (2.9) gives 

( 3. 30) h 0, 

Each of the five 

in agreement with the result obtained above geometrically. 

In the case represented by Fig. lb the two spheres are joined 

by two tubes, and henca the structure is a torus with h = 1. 
I 

On the other hand, K = 1, and K 

( J. 31) h 

4, hence (2.9) gives 

1, 

in agreement with the result obtained geometrically. 

In the case represented by Fig. lc three tubes are r:eadcd 

to carry the connecting lines or surfaces from or,e sphere to the 
I 

other, nnd hence h " 2. On the other hand, K = 1 and K = 3, 

aJu! hence ( 2. <)) gi VL!G 

( 3. 32) h 2. 
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TLu "plann.r" nmpli tude': are tho:;e tliu t. c<;rrc::;pllnd to t " 0 

c.urfaces with the mi niraum :1l:mhcr of bounrlaric:> :mrl lnnd le:·:, n:.rac ly 

\.lro:;c v:l t.h h = rl = 0. 

un<l hence on u plane. Jlov:cvcr, the curfucc a:::;ociated ;·;i.l.h :\ "planar" 

ampli turlc r,encrally h:,::; :nor·e t.!1:-tn one bound:li'Y :md lwnc(: i:; nC> t 

rlnnnr in the snmc Sl~nse a:; in tire meson c:cc tor. Pcrh:1p:.: tlir~ :1:.11~e 

"prirr.i ti ve" or "ordered" would be bet tcr, pn.rticul:1rly bccau::;e 

the word pl:1n:1r is often u:-;ed in the meson ::;ector to denote a Slun 

of pr·i;:U ti vc or ordered amplitudes nnc:tlo<;ous to ours over all cyclic 

orJerir:;::s of the particles. 

The elementary surface:.: have h ·' o " w ll. = 0. 11' \.i-.e 1'1 = 0 

condition is rcn:ovcd then each ele~cntal"J surfa.~e can be filled 

y;ith windo·11s, each of which is form·.~d by cut.tinG out of the sarfacc 

n 8~~11 disc anct:'then running a quark line arDund the nc·NlY for:ncd 

circular edce of the surface. ~aryon clo~cd loops will be Lcm-

]'Ol';,dly cxclurJed. 

The arr.plitu~~c eorrcspondinG to a curfac.c o is :1:;~am:cd 

to have a nor::;al-thrcshnld Ji:;conL:inuiLy in a ccrUtin dnruwl 

A ., u o:1ly if o cnn be cut into L-;;o <!i:.;Join t part:; eu.ch of 

·:1hich ia connected and contains r.ll of t.ho p.:~rticle eonncctions 

cC"·lTeGFC·ndinG to either A or D, but not both. 

If un clem.::ntary surface o is cut into tv:o dir;joint 

connected parts then each par·~· is ar;ain an elementary surface o. 

provided the cut is tree-shaped., This is proved in the appendix. 

·-·- - ·-------··· -------·---~----·· 
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continuity f J:-r:mla ( 1.1). 

The plnnar dinr,ram::; of' ( 1.1) are the elc;;:.::~L:rr-y :~urC::.~,·:: 

0. P. (.:\,B) i.l~:::l)...! i~lt.-~ti 
l 

1','1. 111 t'.···' Pl'OCl:·"''C'' A ·• U. For· c·'cl·l , h d1'·' P (' ., ) " ~ -- - u :...uc i.l0 ram i l•,b o::e c~.:; 

con:~idcr nll possible ways of cutUnc; it into t'l:o di::joinL p:1r:~: 

in suell a l':CIY that the connection po.ir.t:; th:!t rc~'rc::en: tl.-~ p.l'ticlcc; 

corresponding to A are separated from those ccrrespc:-,di:--.::; :o 3. 

'I'>IO examples of typical cuts arc sho·:m in Fig. 12. ~'he particle 

connectio~s indicated by the small letters a and b ~elor.Gs to 

A and;B, respectively. 

In Fig. l2 each cut has the f'o>m of a tree gr2.;:_h. Fit;·-:re lJ 

sho·:;s the tree graph corresponding to the cut illustr~d;ed in FiG. 

12b. In ccncrnl, the tree graph corrc.::ponding to a cut h::~s only 

three-line vertices, one for each time the cut in the s~::'~acc a 

cuts through a junction line. Each edge of the tree-diagl':L':l 

corresponds to a traversal of the cut th::-ough so:::e compo;.c~t of the 

surface. Each such trnvcrcal is a connected line tliat becin:: at 

either a quark line or a junction and end::; at ei th.:;r a q~:1ri: ::.i:-.e 

or a j1mction li~e. 

For each P. ( fl,D) one mu:..: ~ con:.;iJc-r the corre::p.-:mdir•t.: 
1 

surfaces with l'iindows: P.(A,f3) can be co:-~:..;idcrcJ to rc-pre:.:;cr.t 
1 

the infinite sw~ of surfaces obtair.ed by puttir.g irl::e;x.::-.der,tly into 

each component of Pi ( A,B) = a each possible number of ·:ar.c.o·::s. 
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~· 
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Eo.ch r;indO\;' in a.';y co:.':poner.t is equ;l V:J.le:-.t to a:-.y other one; only 

the nur.;ter of them r~:lttt:rs. The cut through Pi(A,B) (see 

Fig. 12) will cut throu.:;h each component c. 
J 

a certai:-~ nur.,ber 

nj ~ 0 of times, and will split this component into nj + 1 

iKtrL:.;. On c:.~ch sec Lion of Lhc <:ul Lhcrc will be :.1 certain nwr.bcr 

cf ·::indo·::s. A..:d in each corJ\cctcd (after cut tint;) p<lrt of each 

co;:;pcr.er,t there '.':ill be a certain nu:~ber of windc\'.'s. 

The left-hand side of (1.1) represents a multiple sum 

over ench of the topologically distinct surfacos P,(A,B), over 
~ 

each tcpolc;;icnlly distin.::t trcc-GrG.ph cut tinr; of Pi (A, B) 

ir,to t'.':v disjoi:1t con.'1ected p<-.rts, over each n~;::~er of wi:1dc•:;s 

lyint; on each section of the cut, and over each nu.":lber of windows 

in each C0!1.'1ected (after cutting) part of each component. E::ch 

di:;.:;J·G::J must be eiver. a topolo~;ical ·::eit;ht factor of 1/n, where 

:-, is its cy::J.~e:tr:,r nUJ..ber, '.vhich iz the nUI:!ber of' permut~tio!'ls of 

c. 
1 that change it i:1to a diagra.":l that is indis-

t . . ' bl ' 0 6 
lr.cu:sna e l rom 1 tself . Th~s Fie. lL,a has \'ieicht l/3!, whereas 

Fie. l!,b has w0ic;ht l/2 b(:cause it is indistin£;uish:;.ble from 

riz. l4c. 

TI1e rir;ht-hand side of ( 1.1) is famed by first ta!:inz 

P.(C,:1). T!;~~ 
J 

particles .:lSDoci~tcd with c arc pail·cu off in u or.c-to-orn.: 

f:::shi,>n. Thi::; c::m l>e repre>.:entcd a::; in Fir;. 1). There is a :.;wn 

0'/er each possible way of p:;.irint: the p:J.rticles C of Pi(A,C) 
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to the particles C of P.(C,B). 
J 

For each such term one mus~ 

t , over all possible nw:~bers of w:!.ndo·.~s in also s~~ independen .y 

P.(A,C) 
~ 

P.(C,B). 
J 

e2ch co~ponent of both and Each zeso:1 

connection is no·:1 replaced by a meson strip, and each bary0n 

connection is replaced by a set of three con.'""!ectir.g strips, which 

con.'1·~ct the three component-strips corresponding to the bar:,'on on 

one end to the three component strips correspondir~ to the bar;on 

on the other end. There is a sum over all J! ways of cor.necting 

i One end to the three strips on the other. the three str ps on 

Tnen all terms that are not ele::1entar; surfaces with wi:-:.dow~: are 

eliminated. ( 1) says that the r. esul t is equ::.l to ·1;;,:;. t Equation 1. 

was previously constructed on the left'-hand' side. 

The validity of the planar discontinuity formula (1.1) 

is regarded here as the principal justi:i~ation of this 

topologi~al classification scheme. The sche~e enjoys Qlso the oth~r 

features listed in section 1. 

An added bonus is obtained if one considers the for~ala for 

powers of the coupling constant g. This cor.sta.>lt appears in :r.;;, 

form 

(!, .l) 

where 

I1r.C~ +2b+2",v+4h-4K 
g ~.c~-2 

0 ( 2)2h+b-l( ~·)·.v !,( 1-.:) 
g )( g g g ' 

clos0d bO!ryvn loops are now admitted. Contribution': to 

!..i~J.-Lterln!_! unc 10n~ -~ -· f t · th.~t co·1·rc•cJJOild to ::;urfaccs without c;.osed 

baryon loops have K = • -1 If in the"e contributions one iticorpor::. tes 



/ 
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a factor of N for ee1ch window and as:;umes that N -2 
g then 

the g dependence becomes 

( 4.2) 
n. -n...-2 

rv! tl x ( 2 )2h~b-l g g • 

T:.e o:Uy difference between this formula ar.d the for:::ula in the 

meaon sec tor is the factor g -n13, ·uhich is the same for all 

contributions to any given scattering function. 

Closed baryon loops are allowed only in higher order. 

The si::~plest way to achieve this is to co:1sider the nu;:-.ber 1 

of barJOn closed loops as an additional exp~•sio:'l pararr~ter. Konishi) 

distin;r.d.shes three different tY})es of barJon closed loops and in-

trojuces t~~ee separate nlli~hers 1A' 2B, and 2C. That is also 

a possibilit"t. 
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ABSTRACT 

A method of including baryons in the 

topological classification scheme of Veneziano 

is described. Every amplitude is classified in 

terms of the number of handles and boundaries of 

an associated surface. This classification is 

purely topological. It does not refer to numbers 

of flavors N , -1 2 or rely on an equality N = g 

that is supposed to be a consequence of the 

topological expansion. The lowest-order amplitudes 

are associated with surfaces that have a character-

istic tree structure. The analog of Veneziano's 

planar discontinuity formula holds. 

., 
This work is supported by the U. S. Energy Research and 

Development Administration, under the auspices of the 

Division of Physical Research. 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to describe a topological 

~xpansion scheme for baryons and mesons. The main idea was des

cribed briefly in ref. 1, and in modified form in ref. 2. 

Recently, two closely related papers have appeared. In 

the first Rossi and Veneziano 3 have been led, by considerations 

based on q~antum chromodynamics, to study a Y-shaped model for 

b~rons similar to the one introduced for purely topological 

reasons in ref. 1. Rossi and Venezi~o incorporate-into their 

baryonic quark diagrams certain extr~ "dotted" lines, called 

junction lines, that are similar in form and function to the dotted 

lines used in ref. 1. More recently Konishi4 has discussed the 

topological classification of models-like the one of Rossi and 

Veneziano and has arrived at a classification that is, __ in effect, 

the same as the one of ref. 1 with the exception of the following 

three points: 

(1) Baryon closed loops are treated differently. 

( 2 ) The scheme of ref. 1 is a purely topological 

classification scheme that does not rely on dynamical 

relations such as 2 .... 1 -g = n , whereas Konishi's scheme, 

when baryon loops are absent, is essentially an 

exp~nsion in 1/N, under the dynamical condition 

that i = N-1• 

(3) The scheme of ref. 1 classifies amplitudes in 

accordance with two topological parameters, h and b, 
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.. which specify the numbers of handles and boundaries of 

a certain surface, whereas Konishi introduces 

many topological numbers, but ultimately orders 

the contributions, in the case where no baryon closed 

loops are present, on the single parameter 1/N ~ g2• 

This 1/N expansion would be equivalent to our using 

only (2h +b), instead of both h and b separately. 

The papers of Rossi and Veneziano and of Konishi make ample 

reference to physical applications. The present paper concentrates 

on purely theoretical aspects. 

Our aim is to devise a topological expansion scheme that 

satisfies the following six requirements: 

(1) Each meson is represented by a pair of oppositely 

directed quark lines, whereas each baryon is associated 

with a triple of lines that run in the same direction. 

(2) Certain diagrams are classified as planar. These 

planar diagrams include the "obviously planar" 

diagrams, which are those that can be drawn on a 

plane with the external lines entering along the outer 

boundary. 

(3) The rules allow the classification of all diagrams that 

correspond to multiple unitarity-type products of 

amplitudes represented by planar diagrams. 

(4) For purely mesonic diagrams the topological classifica

tion scheme reduces to the topologi~al classification 

( 1.1) 

-4-

of Veneziano$ in terms of numbers of boundaries b 

and handler.1 h. 

( 5) The planar diagrams are the diagrams that are of lowest 

order in the topological scheme, namely those with h = 0 

and b = b , and no baryon closed loops. 
min 

(6) The planar discontinuity formula holds in the following 

topological sense. Suppose A is a set of initial 

particles and B is a set of final particles. Let 

Pi(A,B), i = 1,2, .•• be the set of planar diagrams 

that correspond to the process A ~B. Let Pik(A,B), 

k = 1, 2, ... be the set of diagrams that correspond 

to the different ways that Pi(A,B) can be cut 

by a tree-shaped cut (see below) into two 

connected parts in a way such that each connected 

part of Pik(A,B) is connected to either A or B, 

but not to both A and B. Then 

Pi(A,C) o PJ(C,B)lplanar 
, part 

where the product Pi(A,C) 8 Pj(C,B) of the two 

diagrams Pi(A,C.) and PiC,B) is the diagram obtained 

by joining the lines associated with the corresponding 

particles of C in Pi(A,C) and Pj(C.B). 

On the right-hand side of (1.1) one must sum over 

all i, j, and C, and then discard all terms that 

are not planar. 

• 

• 
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These topological requirements can be satisfied if the 

baryon is regarded as a triad of orientable surfaces/arranged like 

the feathers of an arrow ( i. e., in a Y shape) with the usual 

three quarx lines running in the same direction along the outer 

edges of these thr-ee surfaces. The inner edges of these three 

surfaces are required to remain always in close proximity to each 

other. The path through the diagram of each triad of inner 

boundary lines is represented-by a single dotted line, called 

a baryon (or a dotted ) line. These dotted lines must be added to 

the usual (solid) quark lines to give the complete topological 

structure of the baryonic quark diagram, for they show the paths 

through the diagram of the various triads of "inner" boundary lines. 

Several baryonic quark diagrams for baryon-baryon scattering 

are shown in Fig. 1. The first of these, Fig. la, is the diagram-

matic representation of a process that in lowest order corresponds 

to the exchange of a meson between the two baryons, as shown in Fig. 

2a. The second diagram, Fig •. lb, represents a process that in 

lowest order corresponds to an exchange of two mesons, as shown in 

Fig. 2b. The third figure, Fig. lc, represents a process that in 

lowest order corresponds to an exchange of three mesons, as shown 

in Fig. 2c. 

The dotted line represents, as already stated, the path of 

three separate inner boundary lines. There is one of these inner 

boundary lines for each of the three outer (quark) lines associated 

with a baryon. Thus in Fig. la there are five separate surfaces. 
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The two uppermost quark lines and the two lowermost quark lines 

each lie on separate surfaces, but the two remaining quark lines 

lie on the boundary of a single surface. Similarly, in Fig. 2b 

there are four separate surfaces, <and in Fig. 2c there are three 

separate surfaces. If the two baryons had not been connected 

at all there would have been six separate surfaces, three for each 

baryon. 

To obtain the topological classification one proceeds as 

follows. For each incoming baryon and each outgoing baryon one 

joins the three corresponding orientable s~faces together to form 

a single orientable surface. The procedure for joining these 

surfaces together is called the capping operation, and is illustrated 

by the sequence of diagrams in Fig. j, Fig. Ja shows the-

original arrangement of three surfaces with the three outer quark 

lines running from left to right, and the three inner boundary 

lines running from right to left along a small cylinder, which is 

the shaft of the arrow. Fig. Jb shows the same thing with the 

cylinder enlarged. Fig. Jc shows the same thing again, with the 

third surface now slid around to the front, where we can see it. 

Fig. Jd shows the three surf~ces rotated so that they lie on the 

cylinder. The rotation is such as to place all three surfaces on 

the cylinder with clockwise orientation, Thus if one looks at the 

cylinder from the outside then the quark lines and boundary lines 

always run clockwise around the surfaces they bound. Fig. Je 
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shows the capping operation: t.he end of the cylinder is added to 

the surface. This "cap" joins the three oriented strips 

together into a single oriented surface. This single surface is 

shown also in Fig. Jf, where the three original quark lines are 

shown as solid lines, and the three original inner boundary lines 

are shown as dotted lines. In Fig. Jf the parts of the 

boundary that were originally on the end of the cylinder have been 

contracted to points. 

baryon. 

ogous: 

The capping procedure described above refers to an outgoing 

For an incoming baryon the procedure is completely anal

instead of capping the right-hand end of the cylinder 

in Fig. 3d one caps the left-hand end, and obtains Fig. Jg in 

place of Fig. Jf. The cyclic order of the three inner lines is 

assumed to stay the same as they move along the cylinder from the 

incoming end to the outgoing end. Thus the capping procedure at 

the two ends produces a diagram of the form of Figure 4 (This rule 

replaces the color prescription used in ref. 1. The present rule 

is more general.). For each of our examples of Fig. 2, the capping 

procedure joins the variou~ surfaces together into a single orientable 

surface. In general the capping procedure will_join the various 

original uncapped surfaces together into a single surface unless the 

original surface contains a closed baryon loop ( i. e. , a closed 

dotted line). 

Let K represent the number of components of the capped 

surface. Let K' represent the number of components of the original 
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uncapped surface. If capped surfaces with no boundaries are ignored, 
I 

then the number of boundaries must be at least bmin = K - K - 1. Let 

be defined by tS = b - bmin' and let t be the number of baryon 

closed loops. Then each amplitude is classified in accordance with the 

triple of numbers (h, tS, t) associated to the corresponding capped 

surface, and the planar amplitudes are those with h = 6 = t = 0. 

The topological classification of a diagram is in terms of the 

" capped surface o described above. There is a related surface 0 

called the joined surface. The joined surface is formed by taking the 

components of the uncapped surface and joining them together along each 

baryon line, rather than capping them together at the ends of these 

lines. The joined surface is the one considered by Rossi and Veneziano, 

and by Konishi. The connection between the planar capped surfaces and 

the corresponding joined surfaces is examined in Section J. The result 

is that the joined surfaces o that correspond to planar surfaces o 

are the joined surfaces that have no baryon closed loops and are simply 

connected when windows are ignored. 

The planar diagrams Pi(A,B), Pi(A,C), and PJ(C,B) of (1.1) 

" are the joined surfaces o These surfaces can contain an arbitrary 

number of windows. A cut that separates such a surface into two con

nected parts can pass thro~ an arbitrary number of these windows. 

This cut is "tree shaped" if and only if it is simply connected when 

the gaps corresponding to the windows through which it passes are ig-

nored. This cut has no superfluous parts; the parts of a on opposite 

sides of any portion of the cut belong to the two different parts of 

that are separated by the cut. The cut intersects junction lines only 

at isolated points, and in the neighborhood of any such point the cut 

has a Y -shaped- form, with each leg in a different compo__nent. 

.. _ 

• 
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2. Formula for h 

i V t ·ces E edges, and K 
Consider any graph G w th ver ~ ' 

) Each edge begins at a vertex and 
components (connected parts • 

ends at a vertex • 
Suppose G is imbedded on an orientable two-

dimensional surface S such that each face 
(i. e., connected 

- G is topologically equiva~ent to a disc. part) of S 
Then 

Euler's formula says that the number of handles 

related to the number of faces F by 

h of S is 

(2.1) 2h 2K + E - V- F. 

If one writes 

( 2.2) F b + w 

where b is the number of boundaries and w is the number of 

windows then ( 2 .1) becomes 

( 2.3) 2h 2K + E - V - b - w. 

In order to use this formula each surface bounded by 

"inner lines" into which they continue) 
quark lines (and by the 

is converted into a graph. 
This is done by first distorting the 

strips, and then shrinking each strip 
surface into a set of narrow 

to a line. Points where external lines connect are placed at ends 

of strips and become vertices of the graph, as do places where 

several strips meet. 
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In addition to the full surface (or graph) produced by the 

capping procedure it is often convenient to consider the set of 

surfaces (or graphs) obtained if one does not perform the capping 

operation. These surfaces (graphs) will be labelled by i, which 

runs from 1 . to K • For each i one has the analog of ( 2. J): 

( 2.4) 

where Ki =1. 

The component graphs G1 are joined together by the capping 

procedure to form the full graph G. Before capping each external 

baryon line is associated with three edges, each ending at a 

vertex. The capping operation joins these edges together at one 

single vertex. Thus the capping operation replaces three vertices 

by one at each external baryon. Thus 

( 2. 5) v 

where ~ is the total number of initial and final baryons. On 

the other hand, 

( 2.6) E 
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and 

I 
K 

(7.7) w L wi . 
i=l 

Moreover, as explained below, 

( 2.8) b 

Combining these formulas one obtains 

I 

( 2.9) h t 
i=l 

Boundaries and windows are identified by either following 

the quark lines around the diagram, or equivalently, for graphs, 

by tracing out lines that stay next to the lines of a graph, but that 

never intersect the graph. These latter lines are called face 

lines. Those that encounter external particle lines are called 

boundaries. Those that do not are called windows. Clearly the 

nUIJi)er of windows w of the full graph is the same as the sum of 

the number of windows of the components, since any face or quark 

line that encounters an external baryon line is not a window, and 

only those lines that encounter a baryon line can be affected by 

the capping operation. 
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Each quark line that enters an external baryon vertex v 

(see Fig. Jf) continues along a dotted line to the associated 

antibaryon vertex v, and then out along one of the outgoing 

quark lines at v"(Fig. 4). Figure 4 h h s ows t at the association 

between incoming quark lines at v and outgoing quark lines at v 

is not changed by the capping procedure: the quark lines continue 

in the same way in the two cases. For this reason the number of 

boundaries b is equal to E bi, as asserted by Eq. (2.8). 

• 

• 
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J, The Elementary Surfaces and Graphs 

The elementary surfaces are the handleless, windowless sur

races a with b = bmin' They are defined by 

( J.l) h w o. 

The condition w = 0 implies the absence of baryon 

closed loops (t = 0). This condition is assumed throughout 

this section. 

Each capped surface o is associated with two other 

surfaces. The first is the uncapped version, which is.constructed 

from the capped version by cutting off the capping regions. This 
. I 

procedure produces a set of K separate surfaces, which are called 

the components of the uncapped surface. The second related surface 

is called the joined surface 8. It is formed from the uncapped 

version by joining together into one line, called the junction 

line, the three inner lines associated with each baryon-antibaryon 

pair. This junction line is analogous to the baryon line, and is 

likewise represented by a dotted line. The components Ci of a 

joined surface 8 are the parts of 8 that are connected when 

no crossing of junction lines is allowed. These components 

coincide with the components of the uncapped surface. 

A component Ci is said to be elementary if and only if 

it is handleless and windowless, and has only one boundary 
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(hi = wi = bi - 1 = 0). A joined surface 8 is said to be elementary 

if and only if it is connected, has only elementary components, 

and has no closed sequence of components. This last requirement is 

that there be no way of numbering the components Ci of 8 so 

that (C1,c2, ••• ,Cn) is a sequence of n distinct components that 

containsa closed path P that runs through them in the indicatedorder, 

butthat cannot be continuously deformed in 8 to a point. 

A typical elementary component is shown in Fig. 5a. The 

vertices at which two solid (quark) lines meet are meson connections. 

The dotted lines are "inner lines", and a vertex where a dotted 

line meets a solid line is a baryon connection. To form a joined 

surface three such dotted lines, coming usually from different 

components,must be joined together to form a single junction line. 

A typical joined surface is shown .in Fig. 6a. The vertices at 

which two solid (quark) lines meet are again meson connections, and 

the vertices at which three solid lines meet a dotted {junction) 

line are baryon connections. 

Each surface can be represented by a graph. The graph Gi 

of a component Ci' like the graph of an uncapped surface, is 

formed by squeezing the surface first into narrow strips, and then 

into a graph, where each line of the graph represents two oppositely 

directed boundary sections of the surface. Since each elementary 

component Ci has no handles, no windows, and one boundary it is 

topologically equivalent to a disc, with particle connections on its 

boundary. Thus the graph G1 corresponding to any elementary 

component c
1 

is a tree graph. Conversely, the component 

c1 corresponding to any tree graph Gi is an 
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elementary component, which is topologically equivalent to a disc 

with connection points on its boundary. 

The graph Gi of Fig. 5b corresponds to the component Ci 

of Fig. 5a. Each exterior vertex of the graph G1 not marked with 

b represents a meson connection. Each b-vertex represents the 

contraction of an inner line. 

To form the graph G corresponding to a joined surface 

(J one combines triples of b-vertices of component graphs Gi 

into single b-vertices of a. Thus each b-vertex of a represents 

a contracted junction line, and also a -pair of baryon connection 

points. It must have exactly three lines incident upon it, one 

from each of the three components Gi of G that corresponds 

to one of the three components Ci of B joined at the junction 
A 

line whose contraction is represented by it. The graph G 

corresponding to the joined surface B of Fig. 6a is shown 
A 

in Fig. 6b. The heavy dots on the ends of lines of G are meson 

connection points. Each b-vertex represents, as already stated, 

a pair of baryon connection. points. 

A connection between an elementary capped surface a, 

the associated joined surface 8, and the graph G that 

represents (J is given by the following theorem: 

Theorem: Let a be a capped surface. Let e be the 

corresponding joined surface. Let G ~e the graph that represents 

e. Then the following three properties are equivalent: 
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(1) a is elementary (h = w = o =_0) 

( 2) B is elementary ( o is connected, has only elementary 

components, and has no closed sequence of components), 

(J) a is a connected tree graph. (6 is connected and 

has no closed loops). 

Proof: Suppose that the joined surface cr satisfies con

dition ( 2). Then B is connected, has only elementary component-s, 

and no closed sequence of components. The fact that 8 is connected 
A 

implies that G is connected. The fact that all the components Ci 

of 8 are elementary, implies that all the components Gi of a 
are tree graphs. The final condition that there be no closed se- · 

quence of components Ci implies that G is a tree graph. For 

if a were not a tree graph then it would contain a closed loop. 

This closed loop could not be contained in any single Gi, since 

each Gi is a tree graph. Thus this closed loop would have to 

pass through a sequence of Gi. If some Gi appeared several times 

in this loop then, because each Gi is connected, a smaller loop-·_ 

could be formed, and ultimately a loop could be formed in which no, 

Gi appeared more than once. This loop would define a closed 

sequence (G1, G2, ••• ,Gn)' and a sequence (b
12

,b
23

, •.• ,bnl) of b

vertices. By joining in c2 the junction lines represented by 

bl2 and b23'etc., one would form a closed path· p in e that 

could not be continuously deformed in 8 to a point, since its 

image in 6 cannot be so deformed. Thus 6 must be a connected 

tree graph, and (2) implies (J). 
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Conversely, if ( 3) holds, and G is a connected tree 

graph, then 8 must be connected as required by ( 2). Since G 

is a tree graph each of its components Gi must be a tree graph. 

Hence each component Ci of the surface 8 must be elementary, 

as required by ( 2). Finally, o can have no clooed sequence of 

components. For if there were such a closed sequence (C1 ,C2, ••• ,Cn) 

then a closed loop could be formed in the graph G by first 

identifYing the sequence of junction points (b12,b23 , .•• ,bnl) 

associated with the sequence (c1 , ••• ,Cn) of components, and 

then tracing in the graph G a closed loop by connecting bnl 

to b
12 

within a
1

, b
12 

to b
23 

within a2, etc. and finally 

b · to bnl within G • The existence of such a path is contrary 
n-l,n n 

to the assumed property that G is a tree graph. Thus the assum-

ption that a closed sequence of components exists is ruled out, and 

hence (3) implies (2). 

The graph G that represents the joined surface o 
is different from the graph G that represents the capped surface 

The connection is simple: each b-vertex of G is replaced a. 

in G by a structure of six lines and five vertices, as shown in 

·Fig. 7. The connection between the part of G shown in Fig. 7 

and the corresponding pqrtion of the capped surface a is shown in 

Fig. 8. 

The rule for computing the numbers of faces, boundaries, and 

windows of a capped surface is that one follows the quark lines, and 

traces out closed loops. Each quark-line loop represents one face. 
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If this quark line encounters any (meson or baryon) connection 

point it is a boundary. Otherwise it is a window. 

The equivalent rule for the graph G is based on the 

convention that each vertex of the graph should be drawn on the 

page with the lines coming into the vertex ordered cyclically so that 

the associated surface near the ·Vertex would be planar with clock-

wise orientation (i. e., so that locally the lines that bound the 

surface go clockwise around the surfaces they bound). Then the 

face lines of the graph can be drawn according to the rule that 

they remain always adjacent to the graph, but never cross it. The 

number F of faces of G is the number of face-lines of G. 

Face lines that run past (particle) connection points are boundaries, 

and the others are windows. A face line of a typical graph is 

shown in Fig. 9. The graph of that figure has three other face lines. 

Each face line that enters the structure shown in Fig. 8· 

is a boundary, since it encounters, or passes by, two baryon 

connection points. This boundary leaves the structure by the same 

line (Fig. Ba) or pair of lines (Fig. 8b ) by which it enters, but 

on the other side. Using these two .facts one can construct a rule 

for assigning to each graph G a number b of boundaries and a 

number ~ of windows that necessarily agree with the numbers b and 

w of the associated graph G. The rule is that in counting boun

daries and windows one considers· each b-vertex of G to be separated 

into three vertices, one for each incident line. Each of these 

vertices is considered to be a connection point. This rule 

ensures that 
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( 3.2) b 

and 

(3.3) i = w. 

If K, V, and E are the numbers of components, vertices, 

and edges of G, and ~. V, 
A 

and E are the numbers of components, 

vertices and edges of the corresponding graph a then examination 

of Fig. 7 shows that 

( 3.4) K 

(3.5) V- ~ 

and 

A 

( 3.6) E E- .Jna 

where nB is, as before, the total number of initial and final 

baryon and antibaryons. 

Suppose now that condition (3) holds. Then 6 is a 

connected tree diagram, and hence 

(3.6) K = 1. 
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Thus (3.4) gives 

( 3. 7) K = 1. 

" Since G is a tree diagram each component Gi of 6 is a 

tree diagram. Thus the rule for computing b gives 

" ( 3.8) b K • 

This result and (3.2) give 

( 3.9) b 
I 

K • 

This result and ( 3. 7) give 

(3.10) b bmin !! K - K + 1 

which is the condition o = 0 demanded by ( 1). 

Condition (3) asserts that G is a tree graph. Hence it 

has no windows: w = 0. Then (3.3) gives 

(3.11) w = 0, 

as demanded by (1). 

• 
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Condition ( 3) asserts that G is a connected. tree 

diagram. Thus its Betti number vanishes: 

( 3.12) " 8 1 + E v - . o 
.• 

(The Betti number of a graph is the number of independent closed 

loops.) Inserting (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.12) one obtains 

( 3.13) l+E-V-~ 0 

I 

which, combined with the equality K = ~ +1 proved below, and (3.9), 

gives 

(3.14) 2 + E - V - b o. 

Since F b + w, and w = 0, one obtains 

( 3.15) 2 + E - V - F 2h 0 . 

as required by (1). Thus (3) implies (1). It is also easy 

to show directly that (2) implies (1). 

The equal! ty K ~ + 1 is derived by noting that either 

the tree-graph structure of G, or equivalent.ly-cthe no closed 

sequence property of o, allows one to uniquelY define for any given 

Gi or Ci, a set of Gi or Ci that are joined directly to it, 
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and next on additional set of Gi or Ci that are joined to these, 

and so on. At each addition of graphs Gi at a b-vertex or of 

components Ci at a junction line one adds a baryon-antibaryon pair, 

which increases ~ by two. One.,also adds two new components 
I 

Gi or Ci' which increases K by two. Thus for any connected 

tree graph. G, or any connected joined surface a with no closed 

sequence of Ci, 

( 3.16) 
I 

K ~+1. 

If the connectedness c:onditions are relaxed then one obtains instead 

of ( 3.16) 

(3.17) 
I 

K ~ + K 

This same argument shows that for any joined surface a 

the maximum possible K
1 

satisfies (J.l7): 

( 3.18) ~ + K. 

This is because a general joined surface can be formed by starting 

from a joined surface with no close sequence and then making 

additional connections. These added connections necessarily reduce 

the number of components, since they join together formerly dis

tinct components. (See Fig. 6a.) 
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Suppose, finally, that condition { 1 ) holds. Then 

(3.19) h 0, 

{ J.20) b 
I 

bmin !! K - K + 1, 

and 

( J. 21) w = 0. 

Equation ( J.l8) gives 

( J.22) ' ~ + K - K ~ 0. 

This combined with ( J .19) and the conditions hi ~ 0 gives 

the condi tiona 

(3.23) 0 

demanded by ( 2 ) , and also 

(J.24) 
I 

K ~ + K 

(an. 1) 
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I I 

This maximum condition K = Kmax can be achieved only if 

the joined surface satisfies the no closed sequence condition demanded 

by ( 2). 

The condition w = 0 of ( 1) together with w i ~ 0, gives 

the conditions 

(3.25) 0 (all i) 

demanded by (2). 

The conditions ( 3.20) and ( 3.24) give 

(3.26) b ~·1. 

I 

On the other hand, each of the K components must have at 

least one boundary. Hence ( 3.24) gives 

(J.27) 

This result and (3.26) imply that 

( J.28) K = 1 

and that every component has exactly one boundary: 

• 
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( J.29) 1 (all i) 

Thus, conditions (1) imply that 8 is connected [<J.28)], 

has only elementary components [<J.23), (3.25), (J.29)), and 

has no closed sequence of components. Hence (1). implies (2). 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

It is now easy to see geometrically that any elementary 

capped surface 0 can be imbedded on a sphere. The structure 

shown in Fig. 8 can be imbedded on a small sphere in the manner 

shown in Fig. 10. Three tubes can be attached to this sphere, and 

the lines of G, or the surfaces of o, that_leave the structure 

can leave the small sphere alo~ the surfaces of these tubes. 

The various lines of G, or surfaces of o, that are parts 

of any single component Gi' or Ci' can be placed on tubes that 

are joined together like the spokes of a wheel, with the parts of 

Gi or of Ci joined at the hub, in the manner shown in Fig. 11. 

The possibility of doing this is entailed by the tree structure 

of each Gi, _or by the equivalent elementary character of each 

ci. 
Since the set of tubes upon which the full graph G or 

surface o is attached can be connected together in the way speci

fied by the graph G, and the graph G is a connected tree graph, 

this structure of tubes can be deformed into a sphere. Thus any 

elementary a, can be imbedded on a sphere, and so can the corres-

ponding graph G. 
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cases. 

It is also easy to visualize in this way more complicated 

For example, each of the three cases shown in Fig. 1 are 

In represented by using two spheres of the kind shown in Fig. 10. 

general there is always one of these spheres for each dotted line 

of the baryonic quark diagrams. In the case of Fig. la these two 

spheres are connected by only one tube. Two spheres connected by 

a tube is equivalent ,to a sphere. Hence h = 0. 
I 

In this case K = 1, K 5 and ~ = 4. Each of the five 

component,s is free pf handles Thus ( 2. 9) gives 

( 3. 30) h 0, 

in agreement with the result obtained above geometrically. 

In the case represented by Fig. lb the two spheres are joined 

by two tubes, and hence the structure is a torus with h = 1. 

On the other hand, K = 1, 
I 

and K 4, hence (2.9) gives 
'-

( 3. 31) h 1, 

in agreement with the result obtained geometrical1y. 

In.the case represented by Fig. lc three tubes are needed 

to carry the connecting lines or surfaces from one sphere to the 
I 

other, and hence h = 2. On the other hand, K = 1 and K = 3, 

and hence (2.9) gives 

( 3. 32) h 2. 
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4. Discontinuity Formula 

The "planar" amplitudes are those that correspond to t = 0 

surfaces with the minimum nwnber of boundaries and handles, namely 

those with h = 6 = 0. The term "planar" is appropriate in the 

sense that the associated surface can be imbedded on a sphere, 

and hence on a plane. However, the surface associated with a "planar" 

amplitude generally has more than one boundary and hence is not 

planar in the same sense as in the meson sector. Perhaps the name 

"primitive" or "ordered" would be better, particularly because 

the word planar is often used in the meson sector to denote a sum 

of primitive or ordered amplitudes analogous to ours over all cyclic 

orderings of the particles. 

The elementary surfaces have h = 6 = w = t = o. If the w = 0 

condition is removed then each elementary sUrface can be filled 

with windows, each of which is formed by cutting out of the surface 

a small disc and then runnning a quark line around the newly formed 

circular edge of the surface. Baryon closed loops will be tern-

porarily excluded. 

The amplitude corresponding to a surface a is assumed 

to have a normal-threshold discontinuity in a certain channel 

A + 8 only if a can be cut into two disjoint parts each of 

which is connected and contains all of the particle connections 

corresponding to either A or 8, but not both. 

If an elementary surface a is cut into two disjoint 
A 

connected parts then each part is again an elementary surface o, 
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provided the cut is tree shaped (see Appendix). The crucial pro

perty basis of the validity planar discontinuity formula is (1.1). 

The planar diagrams of ( 1.1) are the elementary surfaces 

a. There will usually be several such diagrams Pi(A,B) associated 

with the processes A + 8. For each such diagram Pi ( A,B) one can 

consider all possible ways of cutting it into two disjoint parts 

in such a way that the connection points that represent the particles 

corresponding to A are separated from those corresponding to B. 

Two examples of typical cuts are shown in Fig. 12. The particle 

connections indicated by the small letters a and b belongs to 

A and B, respectively. 

In Fig.12 each cut has the form of a tree graph. Figure lJ 

shows the tree graph corresponding to the cut illustrated in Fig. 

12b.· In general, the tree graph corresponding to a cut has only 

three-line vertices, one for each time the cut in the.surface a 
cuts through a junction line. Each edge of the ~ree-diagram 

corresponds to a traversal of the cut through some component of the 

surface. Each such traversal is a connected line that begins at 

either a quark line or a junction and ends at either a quark line 

or a junction line. 

For each Pi ( A,8) one must consider the corresponding 

surfaces with windows: Pi ( A,B) can be considered to represent 

the infinite sum of surfaces obtained by putting independently into 

each component of Pi(A,B) = a each possible nwnber of windows. 

• 
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Each window in any component is equivalent to any other one; only 

the number of them matters. Th t th ( : cu rough Pi A,B) (see 

Fig· 12) will cut through each component C j a certain number 

nj ~ 0 of times, and will spli-t this component into n + 1 j 

parts. On each section of the cut there will be a certain number 

of windows. And in each connected (after cutting) part of each 

component there will be a certain number of windows. 

The left-hand side of ( 1.1) represents a multiple sum 

over each of the topologically distinct surfaces pi(A,B), over 

each topologically distinct' tree-graph cutting of Pi(A,B) 

into two disjoint connected parts, over each number of windows 

lying on each section_ of the cut, and over each number of windows 

in each connected (after cutting) part of each component.- Each 

diagram must be given a topological weight factor of 1/n, where 

n is its syumetry number, which is the number of permutations of 

its components ci that change it into a diagram that is indis

tinguishable from itself6• Thus Fig. 14a has weight 1/J!, whereas 

Fig. 14b has weight 1/2 because it is•indistinguishable from 

Fig. 14c. 

The right-hand side of (1.1) is formed by first taking 

for each set C of intermediate particles all pairs of 

planar surfaces The 

particles associated with C are paired off in a one-to-one 

faction. This can be represented as in Fig. 15. There is a sum 

over each possible way of pairing the particles c of pi(A,C) 
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;o the particles C of Pj(C,B). For each such term one must 

1lso sum independently over all possible numbers~f windows in 

~ach component of both Pi(A,C) and Pj(C,B). Each meson 

!Onnection is now replaced by a meson strip, and each baryon 

~onnection is replaced by a set of three connecting strips, which 

connect the three component-strips corresponding to the baryon on 

one end to the three component strips corresponding to the baryon 

on the other end. There is a sum over all J! ways of connecting 

the three strips on one end to the three strips on the other. 

Then all terms that are not elementary surfaces with windows are 

eliminated. Equation (1.1) says that the result is equal to what 

was previously constructed on the left-hand side. 

Baryon closed loops were excluded in the above discussion 

of the discontinuity formula. If they are allowed then one. I!DlSt 

introduce into each elementary surface not only arbitrar,Y numbers 

of windows but also arbitrary numbers of baryon closed loops of 

each of the three kinds discussed by Konishi.J Thea~ are the 

untwisted, the twisted, and the half-twisted baryon closed loops. 

The condi tiona h = 5 = 0 entail that in the untwisted case each 

added part be a window joine~ to two h'i = bi = 0 components. In 

the half-twisted case there must be one hi = bi = 0 component. 

Thus in all cases the h = o = 0 conditions entail that there be 

one "principal" component of a, which contains all the boundaries, 
' ·~ .... -

plus a set of K - 1 components that have no boundaries. One 

can add windows and baryon closed loops on each of these components 

and then on each of the components associated with the new closed 
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loops etc. Thus each component is separated from the principal 

component by a well-defined number of junction lines. The cutting 

of such a surface gives another surface of the same kind, and the 

planar discontinuity formula still holds. 

The validity of the planar discontinuity formula (1.1) 

is regarded here as the principal justification of this topological 

classification scheme. The scheme enjoys also the other features 

listed in section 1. 

An added bonus is obtained if one c6nsiders the formula for 

powers of the coupling constant g. This constant appears in the 

form 

( 4.1) 

where closed baryon loops are now admitted. Contributions to 

scattering functions that correspond to surfaces without closed 

baryon loops have K = 1. If in these contributions one incorporates 

a factor of N for each window and assumes that N = g-2 then 

the g dependence becomes 

(4.2) 
n..-n--2 

g M I:S (i)2h+b-l. 

The only difference between this formula and the formula in the 

meson sector is the factor g-ne, which is the same for all 

contributions to any given scattering function. 
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The expansion scheme discussed above allows baryon closed 

loops. However, it is also possible to regard the number 1 

of baryon closed loops as an expansion parameter, and define<the 

lowest-order term by h = o = 1 = 0. Or one can take the numbers 

A' B' and C of untwisted, twisted, and half-twisted baryon 

closed loops to be different expansion parameters. 

procedure is the one adopted by Konishi3. 

This last 

I would like to thank Professor G. F. Chew, Dr. F. J. 

Capra, Dr. J. P. Sursock, and 'Ar. G. Weissmann for valuable dis

cussions related to this work. 
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It is shewn here that a~ cut separates an eleJTenta:ey 

joined surface into blo eleJTenta:ey joined surfaces. 'lhe argunents 

are infoxmal; use is made of gearetric intuiticn. 

Eadl elementa:ey joined surface tJ is the unicn of a set of dis

joint CXIlpCilents oi and a set of jl.Dlcticn lines Jj. Eadl oatpcn

ent oi is represented as the interior of a planar polygcn. Eadl 

jl.Dlcticn line Jj is a finite q:en line segnent that lies en the 

bounda:ey of three different c::atpCilents. '!he bounda:ey of ij is the 

unicn of the boundaries of the cntpcnents o i, minus the unicn of 

the jl.Dlction lines. 

A closed path in a is a closed curve in o that can be repre

sented as a finite sequence of closed, directed, straight-line seer 

nents OCIUleCted end-to-end to fom a single closed unidin!ct:ed line. 

Iet a be a joined surface a'1d let p be a closed path in a. 
'lhen P separates o into biO disjoint parts. '!he first cx:.nsists 

of the points ootside P, and the seot:l1d is 'the oatplanent in o 
of the fixst. 

'lhe points outside P are defined with the aid of tree-cuts. 

A tree-cut in a is a <XIlJ1ect:ed subset T of a that enjoys the 

follCMing three plq)erti.es: i) T is a union of a finite set of dis

joint q:en straight-line segments and a finite set of vertices, eadl 

of which lies at the end of at· least two lines; ii) T cx:.ntains no 

closed loc:p; and iii) T locally separates a, in the sense that 
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far eveey point p of T and eve:ey sufficiently small o neighbor

hood N(p) of p the set N(p)-T cx:.nsists of precisely blo disjoint 

parts. '!he end points of T are the points that lie in the closure 

of T but not in T. 1hey are the points that lie at the ends of 

lines of T, but not at the vertices. 

Iet o be an elementa:ey joined surface and let P be a closed 

path in a. A point p is said to lie ootside of . P if p lies in 

o-P and lies at an end point of a tree-cut in a that does not inter-

sect P and that has all of its other end points in the bounda:ey of 

a. 'lhe OCIIPlerrent in a of the points ootside P is called a(P). 

It includes all points of P. 

If a is an elementa:ey joined surface then every closed path in 

0 can be defomed oontinuously in a to a point. 'lhe original de

finiticn of an elementa:ey joined surface~ this property ally 

if the sequence of CXIflXIlellts through which P passes ocntains ele

nents that are all different. H~, fran this original prcperty 

the more general prcperty follows easily. 'lhus an elenentary joined 

surface a is "sinply oonnected". 

Iatma 1. Iet a be an elementa:ey joined surface. Iet T be a tree

cut in a sudl that ecrll end point of T lies in the bounda:ey of o • 
'!hen o-T cx:.nsists of two disjoint parts, each of which is a ocnnected 

set. 
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Proof. For sate sufficienUy small a- neighborhood N (T) of T the 

set N(T)-T cx:nsists ¢ two disjoint sets each of which is OCI'IlleCI:ed. 

'1be intersecticn of N (T) with each c::arpcllel'lt .of a is equivalent to 

a set of disjoint thin ril::bals, with T running latgitudinally cbm 

the middle. N (T) is fcmned by joining the ends of three different 

ribbcns together at each j\D'lctiat line crcssed by T. '!he boundaxy of 

N(T) cx:nsists of two disjoint parts a
1
N(T) and 3~(T) that lie in

side a and that have the sane tqx>logical structure as T, plus a 

strip in the boundaxy of o for each end point of T. '1be disjoint

ness of the two parts of N (T) -T is ens\m!d by taking N (T) to be 

sufficienUy clcse to the tree-cut T. '!he <XI'lJ1E!Ctedness of each of 

the two parts of N (T) -T is ensured by the oonnectedness of T. 

S'IJRXlSe the two parts of N (T) -T 'WI&e cx:rmected together by a 

path in a-N (T) • If this were possible then cne could cx:nstruct a 

closed path P in a that cuts each of the two sets a l' (T) and 

a2NCT) exactly moe. '!his path P could not be defomed ocntinuously 

in a to a point, because ocntinuous defcmnatims camot alter the 

fact that P crosses each of the two disjoint sets a
1
N(T) and 

32N (T) an odd nmber of t.:1.nes. But evecy closed path P in a can 

be defomed ocntinuously within a to a point by virtue of the fact 

that a is sinply cxmnected. 'lhus the two parts of N(T)-T camot 

be <XI'Illected by a path in o-N(T). Hence, since a is ocnnected, 

evecy point in a-T nrost be ocnnected in a-T to precisely cne of the 

two disjoint parts of N (T) -T. 
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I.emna 2. Iet a be an elementacy joined surface. let P be a 

closed path in 0. CalSider Sate triangulizatiat Of 0 SUch that 

P lies in the \D'liat of the sides of the triangles. '!hen each cpm 

triangle will lie wholly outside of P or wholly inside of a (P) • 

let t 1 and ~ be two disjoint cpm triangles that have a finite 

portiat P 1 of P as a oc:mn::n boundary. If t 1 and t
2 

both lie 

ootside P then any point p at P 1 DJSt lie at an even nunber of 

segnents of P. And if these segnents are ordered in the scme w~ 

as they are ordered. in P, then sucoessi ve sec;nents touching p will 

have alternating diJ:ectiatS. 

Proof. Since P does not enter the interior of any triangle the whole 

interior must lie outside P if any point in it does. S\lR)OSe the 

two cpm triangles t 1 and ~ both lie outside P, and share a fi

nite portiat P 1 of P as a oc:mn::n bomdaly. 'lhen ate can fozm a 

t:J:ee-cut T that cuts P namere but at a si.ngl,e ar:bitracy point p 

in P 1 
, and that has all of its end points in the boundary of -a. By 

Ietma 1 this tree-cut T separates o into two disjoint sets~ But 

then the closed path P, which cresses T ally at p, nrost pass 

through p an even n\.ll'lber of t.:Lnes in al temati.ng directions, as 

specifioed in the lemna. 

Iemna 3. Iet a be an elenentacy joined surface. let p be a closed 

path in o. '!hen P can be defomed oontinuously within cr(P) to a 

point. 
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Proof. '1he closed set ; (P) inclu3es no point in the boundary of 

a. It has a boundaJ:y a(P) that is the intersectiat of P with the 

edqes of the triangles whose interiors lie outside P • If any cp:m 

triangle lies :inside a (P) then theJ:e I'IU.lSt :00 SCJ!e triangle t that 

lies inside of (; (P) and has an edge e that lies in ilo (P) but 

not in any junctim line of cr. 'lhe triangle (or triangles) Q'l the 

other side of the part of the boundary a(P) V e have interior(s) 

lyinq outside P. Thus P can be defonned OCI'ltinuously within t 

to a new closed path p 1 in a sudl that the interior of t lies 

outside P
1

• If there is a triangle inside a(P
1

) then a new path 

p
2 

can be introduced, until finally a path Pn ·is obtained sudl that 

o(P ) OCI'ltains no cp:m triangles. '!hen far each part P 1 of Pn 
n . 

the triangles oo both sides of P 1 I'IU.lSt have their interiors outside 

p • But then Lemna 2 entails that P runs past each point of its n . 

image in a an even nunber of t.iJres in altemating dimctiO'lS. 

Given any point p oo Pn' and a dimction in Pn' them will 

be a finite strip L(p) of Pn bebieen p and the next point P 1 

Q'l p that has the same image in a. Jobving p aloog p n in the n 

positive dimctim shortens L(p) ~ Qle must finally mach a tuming 

point, where L(p) = 0. '1hese turning points can occur ooly at ends 

of the finite nunber of segrrents that make up Pn. 'lhus by a OCI'ltinu

ous def~xmatioo Cl'1e can ~ ·a sectioo of P n that oonsists of ocr 

incident, oWositely di~cted parts. 'lhis sectim is at least as 

loog as the shortest segnent of p n. .Proceeding in this wey me finally, 
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after a finite mmber of steps, defontS the path P a point, steying 

alweys within o (P) as required. 

Lemna 4. let a be an el.errentaiy joined surfaoe. let T :00 a tree

cut each of whose end points lies in the boundary of a. '!hen cr-T 

oonsists of. blo elenentaiy joined surfaces. 

Proof. lamla 1 asserts that cr-T oonsists of bolO disjoint parts I 

a- and 0 , eadl of which is a cx:rmected set. Eadl oarqx:nent of 1 2 . 

a is :represented by the interior of a planar polygc.n. Each of these 

OCilpXlents is separated by T into sectiO'lS that am again interiors 

of planar polygalS. '1hese sectims am identified as the CDipCilellts 

of o
1 

and ;
2

• 'lhus it is sufficient to show that any closed path 

p in o that lies wholly in Cl'1e part, say a
1

, can be defomed ~ 
1 ' 

tinuously within o to a point. 

suppose p lies in ~1 • Sinoe T lies ootside a1 Cl'1e has 

TI"P=jl. 

Eadl point of T lies at the end point of a s\ilset T 1 of T 

that is a tme-cut in a that has every other end point in the J;lamd

ary of a. 'lhus each point ~f T lieS outside P: T" o(P) = jl. 

But then the distortioo of P within O'{p) lll.lSt stay within cr1 , and 

o
1 

is an eletrentaiy joined surface. An analogous argtirent holds for 

02" Q.E.D. 
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Appendix A. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1: Three baryonic quark diagrams are shown in figures (a), (b) 

and (c). Each baryonic quark diagram has four lines corres-

pending to each baryon. One is dotted and runs from some 

incoming baryon (with arrows pointing in ) to some outgoing 

baryon (with arrows pointing out). It is convenient ·to 

join together at a vertex the four lines corresponding 

to a baryon. This gives a graph. Graphs corresponding to 

figures (a), (b), and (c) are shown in figures {a
1
), 

' ' (b ), and (c ). Vertices at which solid lines meet dotted 

lines are called baryon connection points. 
- I I f 

Fig. 2: A form of the graphs of Figs.l,(a ), (b ), and (c ) that 

can be interpreted as mesons exchanged between baryons. 

Fig. 3: The capping operation for an outgoing baryon is shown in 

figures (a) through (f). For incoming baryons (f) 

is replaced by {g). 

Fig. 4: The structure of the surface associated _with an incoming 

baryon and the outgoing baryon that is joined to it by a 

dotted baryon line. This dotted baryon line represents 

a triad of dotted lines, which join onto the quark lines 

in the way shown. This structure has six baryon connection 

points. 

Fig. 5: Figure (a) shows a typical elementary component Ci of 

a joined or uncapped surface. An elementary component has 

one boundary, no handles, and no windows. Thus it is 

• 
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equivalent to a disc, with particle connection vertices 

along its periphery. Figure (b) shows the corresponding 

graph Gi. It is a tree graph. Each dotted line is, by 

convention, contracted to a point vertex in Gi. This 

point vertex is called a b-vertex. Three such b-vertices 

are combined together to give a single b-vertex of the 

" graph G that represents the joined surface cr. 
Fig. 6a : A joined surface a. Three components 

joined together at each junction line. The surface a 
in this example is elementary. If any two of the thirteen 

components were j~ined together, say by a meson strip, then 

the surface would no longe~ be elementary. 

Fig. 6b: The graph G that represents the surface a of Fig. 6. 

Each b-vertex represents a contracted junction line, and 

a pair of baryon connection points. The three lines that 

enter any b-vertex are lines from the three graphs Gi 

that represent the three compone~ts ci that join at the 

junction line associated with the b-vertex. 

Fig. 7: This figure shows the connection between a graph 6 

that represents a and the graph G that represents the 

capped surface a that is associated with cr. Each b

vertex of a is replaced by a graph with two baryon 

connection points and three other vertices. 
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.Fig. 8: The part of the surface a that corresponds to the graph 

of Fig. 7b is shown. Vertices where solid quark lines 

change to dotted lines are baryon connection_points. 

Fig. 9: A graph and a face lirie of that graph. 

Fig. 10: The structure shown in Fig. 8 can be placed on a small 

sphere, with the parts of G or a that leave the 

structure placed on tubes that protrude from the sphere. 

Fig. 11: A tree graph Gi, or the equivalent elementary component 

Ci, can be placed on the surface of a set of tubes that 

join together like the spokes of wheel. 

Fig. 12: This figure shows typical cuts that separate elementary 

surfaces a into two disjoint parts each of which is 

connected, and connected to one of the two sets A and B, 

but not both. The particles of A and B are_ represented 

by the connection points labelled with the letters a 

and b, respectively. 

Fig. 13: The cut of an elementary surface a into two disjoint 

parts, each of which is connected, always has the form of 

a tree graph. The cut of Fig. 12 (b) is shown here. 

Fig. 14: Diagram (a) has symmetry number 31. Diagram (b) has 

symmetry number 2. The symmetry number of a diagram is 

the order of its automorphism group; In other words, 

it is the number of independent permutations of the set 

{C1} of components of the diagram that give a diagram that 
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is topologically indistinguishable from the original 

diagram. The particle connection points are considered to 

be distinguishable: each must be mapped onto itself. 

Fig. 15: A product of two graphs corresponds to one-to-one association 

of some particle connections of one graph with some particle 

connections of the other graph. A particular correspondence 

is represented by connecting the corresponding vertices 

of the two graphs by a wavy line. 

• 
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